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ABSTRACT
Chord recognition systems typically comprise an acoustic
model that predicts chords for each audio frame, and a tem-
poral model that casts these predictions into labelled chord
segments. However, temporal models have been shown to
only smooth predictions, without being able to incorporate
musical information about chord progressions. Recent re-
search discovered that it might be the low hierarchical level
such models have been applied to (directly on audio frames)
which prevents learning musical relationships, even for ex-
pressive models such as recurrent neural networks (RNNs).
However, if applied on the level of chord sequences, RNNs
indeed can become powerful chord predictors. In this paper,
we disentangle temporal models into a harmonic language
model—to be applied on chord sequences—and a chord
duration model that connects the chord-level predictions of
the language model to the frame-level predictions of the
acoustic model. In our experiments, we explore the impact
of each model on the chord recognition score, and show that
using harmonic language and duration models improves the
results.
1. INTRODUCTION
Chord recognition methods recognise and transcribe mu-
sical chords from audio recordings. Chords are highly de-
scriptive harmonic features that form the basis of many
kinds of applications: theoretical, such as computational
harmonic analysis of music; practical, such as automatic
lead-sheet creation for musicians 1 or music tutoring sys-
tems 2 ; and finally, as basis for higher-level tasks such as
cover song identification or key classification. Chord recog-
nition systems face the two key problems of extracting
meaningful information from noisy audio, and casting this
information into sensible output. These translate to acoustic
modelling (how to predict a chord label for each position or
frame in the audio), and temporal modelling (how to create
1 https://chordify.net/
2 https://yousician.com
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meaningful segments of chords from these possibly volatile
frame-wise predictions).
Acoustic models extract frame-wise chord predictions,
typically in the form of a distribution over chord la-
bels. Originally, these models were hand-crafted and split
into feature extraction and pattern matching, where the
former computed some form of pitch-class profiles (e.g.
[26, 29, 33]), and the latter used template matching or Gaus-
sian mixtures [6, 14] to model these features. Recently,
however, neural networks became predominant for acoustic
modelling [18, 22, 23, 27]. These models usually compute a
distribution over chord labels directly from spectral repre-
sentations and thus fuse both feature extraction and pattern
matching. Due to the discriminative power of deep neural
networks, these models achieve superior results.
Temporal models process the predictions of an acous-
tic model and cast them into coherent chord segments.
Such models are either task-specific, such as hand-designed
Bayesian networks [26], or general models learned from
data. Here, it is common to use hidden Markov mod-
els [8] (HMMs), conditional random fields [23] (CRFs),
or recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [2, 32]. However,
existing models have shown only limited capabilities to
improve chord recognition results. First-order models are
not capable of learning meaningful musical relations, and
only smooth the predictions [4, 7]. More powerful mod-
els, such as RNNs, do not perform better than their first-
order counterparts [24]. In addition to the fundamental flaw
of first-order models (chord patterns comprise more than
two chords) both approaches are limited by the low hier-
archical level they are applied on: the temporal model is
required to predict the next symbol for each audio frame.
This makes the model focus on short-term smoothing, and
neglect longer-term musical relations between chords, be-
cause, most of the time, the chord in the next audio frame
is the same as in the current one. However, exploiting these
longer-term relations is crucial to improve the prediction
of chords. RNNs, if applied on chord sequences, are capa-
ble of learning these relations, and become powerful chord
predictors [21].
Our contributions in this paper are as follows: i) we de-
scribe a probabilistic model that allows for the integration
of chord-level language models with frame-level acoustic
models, by connecting the two using chord duration models;
ii) we develop and apply chord language models and chord
duration models based on RNNs within this framework;
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and iii) we explore how these models affect chord recogni-
tion results, and show that the proposed integrated model
out-performs existing temporal models.
2. CHORD SEQUENCE MODELLING
Chord recognition is a sequence labelling task, i.e. we need
to assign a categorical label yt ∈ Y (a chord from a chord
alphabet) to each member of the observed sequence xt (an
audio frame), such that yt is the harmonic interpretation of
the music represented by xt. Formally,
yˆ1:T = argmax
y1:T
P (y1:T | x1:T ) . (1)
Assuming a generative structure as shown in Fig. 1, the
probability distribution factorises as
P (y1:T | x1:T ) ∝
∏
t
1
P (yt)
PA (yt | xt)PT (yt | y1:t−1) ,
where PA is the acoustic model, PT the temporal model,
and P (yt) the label prior which we assume to be uniform
as in [31].
y1 y2 y3 · · · yT
x1 x2 x3 xT
Figure 1. Generative chord sequence model. Each chord
label yt depends on all previous labels y1:t−1.
The temporal model PT predicts the chord symbol of
each audio frame. As discussed earlier, this prevents both
finite-context models (such as HMMs or CRFs) and unre-
stricted models (such as RNNs) to learn meaningful har-
monic relations. To enable this, we disentangle PT into a
harmonic language model PL and a duration model PD,
where the former models the harmonic progression of a
piece, and the latter models the duration of chords.
The language model PL is defined as PL (y¯k | y¯1:k−1),
where y¯1:k = C (y1:t), and C (·) is a sequence compression
mapping that removes all consecutive duplicates of a chord
(e.g. C ((C,C, F, F,G)) = (C,F,G)). The frame-wise
labels y1:t are thus reduced to chord changes, and PL can
focus on modelling these.
The duration model PD is defined as PD (st | y1:t−1),
where st ∈ {c, s} indicates whether the chord changes
(c) or stays the same (s) at time t. PD thus only predicts
whether the chord will change or not, but not which chord
will follow—this is left to the language model PL. This
definition allows PD to consider the preceding chord labels
y1:t−1; in practice, we restrict the model to only depend on
PD(s | y1:t)
PL
( y¯ | y¯ 1
:k
−1
) ·
PD
(c
| y 1
:t
)
t− 1 t t + 1
y¯k−1
y¯k
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Figure 2. Chord-time lattice representing the temporal
model PT , split into a language model PL and duration
model PD. Here, y¯1:K represents a concrete chord se-
quence. For each audio frame, we move along the time-axis
to the right. If the chord changes, we move diagonally to
the upper right. This corresponds to the first case in Eq. 2.
If the chord stays the same, we move only to the right. This
corresponds to the second case of the equation.
the preceding chord changes, i.e. PD (st | s1:t−1). Explor-
ing more complex models of harmonic rhythm is left for
future work.
Using these definitions, the temporal model PT fac-
torises as
PT (yt | y1:t−1) = (2){
PL (y¯k | y¯1:k−1)PD (c | y1:t−1) if yt 6= yt−1
PD (s | y1:t−1) else
.
The chord progression can then be interpreted as a path
through a chord-time lattice as shown in Fig. 2.
This model cannot be decoded efficiently at test-time be-
cause each yt depends on all predecessors. We will thus use
either models that restrict these connections to a finite past
(such as higher-order Markov models) or use approximate
inference methods for other models (such as RNNs).
3. MODELS
The general model described above requires three sub-
models: an acoustic model PA that predicts a chord distri-
bution from each audio frame, a duration model PD that
predicts when chords change, and a language model PL
that predicts the progression of chords in the piece.
3.1 Acoustic Model
The acoustic model we use is a VGG-style convolutional
neural network, similar to the one presented in [23]. It uses
three convolutional blocks: the first consists of 4 layers of
32 3×3 filters (with zero-padding in each layer), followed
by 2× 1 max-pooling in frequency; the second comprises
2 layers of 64 such filters followed by the same pooling
scheme; the third is a single layer of 128 12×9 filters. Each
of the blocks is followed by feature-map-wise dropout with
h0 h1 h2 · · · hK
v(z0) v(z1) v(zK−1)
P (z1 | h1) P (z2 | h2) P (zK | hK)
Figure 3. Sketch of a RNN used for next step prediction,
where zk refers to an arbitrary categorical input, v(·) is a
(learnable) input embedding vector, and hk the hidden state
at step k. Arrows denote matrix multiplications followed
by a non-linear activation function. The input is padded
with a dummy input z0 in the beginning. The network then
computes the probability distribution for the next symbol.
probability 0.2, and each layer is followed by batch normal-
isation [19] and an ELU activation function [10]. Finally, a
linear convolution with 25 1×1 filters followed by global
average pooling and a softmax produces the chord class
probabilities PA(yt | xt).
The input to the network is a 1.5 s patch of a quarter-
tone spectrogram computed using a logarithmically spaced
triangular filter bank. Concretely, we process the audio at
a sample rate of 44 100 Hz using the STFT with a frame
size of 8192 and a hop size of 4410. Then, we apply to
the magnitude of the STFT a triangular filter bank with 24
filters per octave between 65 Hz and 2 100 Hz. Finally, we
take the logarithm of the resulting magnitudes to compress
the input range.
Neural networks tend to produce over-confident pre-
dictions, which in further consequence could over-rule
the predictions of a temporal model [9]. To mitigate
this, we use two techniques: first, we train the model
using uniform smoothing (i.e. we assign a proportion
of 1 − β to other classes during training); second, dur-
ing inference, we apply the temperature softmax function
στ (z)j =
e
zj/τ/
∑K
k=1 e
zk/τ instead of the standard softmax
in the final layer. Higher values of τ produce smoother
probability distributions. In this paper, we use β = 0.9 and
τ = 1.3, as determined in preliminary experiments.
3.2 Language Model
The language model PL predicts the next chord, regardless
of its duration, given the chord sequence it has previously
seen. As shown in [21], RNN-based models perform bet-
ter than n-gram models at this task. We thus adopt this
approach, and refer the reader to [21] for details.
To give an overview, we follow the set-up introduced
by [28] and use a recurrent neural network for next-chord
prediction. The network’s task is to compute a probability
distribution over all possible next chord symbols, given the
chord symbols it has observed before. Figure 3 shows an
RNN in a general next-step prediction task. In our case, the
inputs zk are the chord symbols given by C (y1:T ).
We will describe in detail the network’s hyper-
parameters in Section 4, where we will also evaluate the
effect the language models have on chord recognition.
3.3 Duration Model
The duration model PD predicts whether the chord will
change in the next time step. This corresponds to modelling
the duration of chords. Existing temporal models induce
implicit duration models: for example, an HMM implies an
exponential chord duration distribution (if one state is used
to model a chord), or a negative binomial distribution (if
multiple left-to-right states are used per chord). However,
such duration models are simplistic, static, and do not adapt
to the processed piece.
An explicit duration model has been explored in [4],
where beat-synchronised chord durations were stored
as discrete distributions. Their approach is useful for
beat-synchronised models, but impractical for frame-wise
models—the probability tables would become too large,
and data too sparse to estimate them. Since our approach
avoids the potentially error-prone beat synchronisation, the
approach of [4] does not work in our case.
Instead, we opt to use recurrent neural networks to model
chord durations. These models are able to adapt to charac-
teristics of the processed data [21], and have shown great
potential in processing periodic signals [1] (and chords
do change periodically within a piece). To train an RNN-
based duration model, we set up a next-step-prediction
task, identical in principle to the set-up for harmonic lan-
guage modelling: the network has to compute the proba-
bility of a chord change in the next time step, given the
chord changes it has seen in the past. We thus simplify
PD(st | y1:t−1)=̂PD(st | s1:t−1), as mentioned earlier.
Again, see Fig. 3 for an overview (for duration modelling,
replace zk with st).
In Section 4, we will describe in detail the hyper-
parameters of the networks we employed, and compare the
properties of various settings to baseline duration models.
We will also assess the impact on the duration modelling
quality on the final chord recognition result.
3.4 Model Integration
Dynamic models such as RNNs have one main advantage
over their static counter-parts (e.g. n-gram models for
language modelling or HMMs for duration modelling): they
consider all previous observations when predicting the next
one. As a consequence, they are able to adapt to the piece
that is currently processed—they assign higher probabilities
to sub-sequences of chords they have seen earlier [21], or
predict chord changes according to the harmonic rhythm of
a song (see Sec. 4.3). The flip side of the coin is, however,
that this property prohibits the use of dynamic programming
approaches for efficient decoding. We cannot exactly and
efficiently decode the best chord sequence given the input
audio.
Hence we have to resort to approximate inference. In par-
ticular, we employ hashed beam search [32] to decode the
chord sequence. General beam search restricts the search
space by keeping only the Nb best solutions up to the cur-
rent time step. (In our case, the Nb best paths through
all possible chord-time lattices, see Fig. 2.) However, as
pointed out in [32], the beam might saturate with almost
identical solutions, e.g. the same chord sequence differing
only marginally in the times the chords change. Such patho-
logical cases may impair the final estimate. To mitigate
this problem, hashed beam search forces the tracked solu-
tions to be diverse by pruning similar solutions with lower
probability.
The similarity of solutions is determined by a task-
specific hash function. For our purpose, we define the
hash function of a solution to be the last Nh chord sym-
bols in the sequence, regardless of their duration; formally,
the hash function fh (y1:t) = y¯(k−Nh):k. (Recall that
y¯1:k = C (y1:t).) In contrast to the hash function originally
proposed in [32], which directly uses y(t−Nh):t, our formu-
lation ensures that sequences that differ only in timing, but
not in chord sequence, are considered similar.
To summarise, we approximately decode the optimal
chord transcription as defined in Eq. 1 using hashed beam
search, which at each time step keeps the best Nb solutions,
and at most Ns similar solutions.
4. EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments, we will first evaluate harmonic language
and duration models individually. Here, we will compare
the proposed models to common baselines. Then, we will
integrate these models into the chord recognition framework
we outlined in Section 2, and evaluate how the individual
parts interact in terms of chord recognition score.
4.1 Data
We use the following datasets in 4-fold cross-validation. Iso-
phonics 3 : 180 songs by the Beatles, 19 songs by Queen,
and 18 songs by Zweieck, 10:21 hours of audio; RWC Pop-
ular [15]: 100 songs in the style of American and Japanese
pop music, 6:46 hours of audio; Robbie Williams [13]: 65
songs by Robbie Williams, 4:30 of audio; and McGill Bill-
board [3]: 742 songs sampled from the American billboard
charts between 1958 and 1991, 44:42 hours of audio. The
compound dataset thus comprises 1125 unique songs, and
a total of 66:21 hours of audio.
Furthermore, we used the following data sets (with dupli-
cate songs removed) as additional data for training the lan-
guage and duration models: 173 songs from the Rock [11]
corpus; a subset of 160 songs from UsPop2002 4 for which
chord annotations are available 5 ; 291 songs from Weimar
Jazz 6 , with chord annotations taken from lead sheets of
Jazz standards; and Jay Chou [12], a small collection of 29
Chinese pop songs.
We focus on the major/minor chord vocabulary, and
following [7], map all chords containing a minor third to
minor, and all others to major. This leaves us with 25
classes: 12 root notes×{major,minor} and the ‘no- chord’
class.
3 http://isophonics.net/datasets
4 https://labrosa.ee.columbia.edu/projects/musicsim/uspop2002.html
5 https://github.com/tmc323/Chord-Annotations
6 http://jazzomat.hfm-weimar.de/dbformat/dboverview.html
GRU-512 GRU-32 4-gram 2-gram
log-P −1.293 −1.576 −1.887 −2.393
Table 1. Language model results: average log-probability
of the correct next chord computed by each model.
4.2 Language Models
The performance of neural networks depends on a good
choice of hyper-parameters, such as number of layers, num-
ber of units per layer, or unit type (e.g. vanilla RNN, gated
recurrent unit (GRU) [5] or long short-term memory unit
(LSTM) [17]). The findings in [21] provide a good start-
ing point for choosing hyper-parameter settings that work
well. However, we strive to find a simpler model to re-
duce the computational burden at test time. To this end,
we perform a grid search in a restricted search space, us-
ing the validation score of the first fold. We search over
the following settings: number of layers ∈ {1, 2, 3}, num-
ber of units ∈ {256, 512}, unit type ∈ {GRU,LSTM},
input embedding ∈ {one-hot,R8,R16,R24}, learning rate
∈ {0.001, 0.005}, and skip connections ∈ {on, off}. Other
hyper-parameters were fixed for all trials: we train the net-
works for 100 epochs using stochastic gradient descent with
mini-batches of size 4, employ the Adam update rule [?],
and starting from epoch 50, linearly anneal the learning rate
to 0.
To increase the diversity in the training data, we use two
data augmentation techniques, applied each time we show a
piece to the network. First, we randomly shift the key of the
piece; the network can thus learn that harmonic relations
are independent of the key, as in roman numeral analysis.
Second, we select a sub-sequence of random length instead
of the complete chord sequence; the network thus has to
learn to cope with varying context sizes.
The best model turned out to be a single-layer network
of 512 GRUs, with a learnable 16-dimensional input embed-
ding and without skip connections, trained using a learning
rate of 0.005 7 . We compare this model and a smaller, but
otherwise identical RNN with 32 units, to two baselines:
a 2-gram model, and a 4-gram model. Both can be used
for chord recognition in a higher-order HMM [25]. We
train the n-gram models using maximum likelihood estima-
tion with Lidstone smoothing as described in [21], using
the key-shift data augmentation technique (sub-sequence
cropping is futile for finite context models). As evaluation
measure, we use the average log-probability of predicting
the correct next chord. Table 1 presents the test results. The
GRU models predict chord sequences with much higher
probability than the baselines.
When we look into the input embedding v(·), which was
learned by the RNN during training from a random initiali-
sation, we observe an interesting positioning of the chord
symbols (see Figure 4). We found that similar patterns de-
velop for all 1-layer GRUs we tried, and these patterns are
consistent for all folds we trained on. We observe i) that
7 Due to space constraints, we cannot present the complete grid search
results.
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Figure 4. Chord embedding projected into 2D using PCA
(left); Tonnetz of triads (right). The “no-chord” class resides
in the center of the embedding. Major chords are upper-case
and orange, minor chords lower-case and blue. Clusters in
the projected embedding and the corresponding positions in
the Tonnetz are marked in color. If projected into 3D (not
shown here), the chord clusters split into a lower and upper
half of four chords each. The chords in the lower halves are
shaded in the Tonnetz representation.
chords form three clusters around the center, in which the
minor chords are farther from the center than major chords;
ii) that the clusters group major and minor chords with the
same root, and the distance between the roots are minor
thirds (e.g. C, E[, F], A); iii) that clockwise movement
in the circle of fifths corresponds to clockwise movement
in the projected embedding; and iv) that the way chords
are grouped in the embedding corresponds to how they are
connected in the Tonnetz.
At this time, we cannot provide an explanation for these
automatically emerging patterns. However, they warrant a
further investigation to uncover why this specific arrange-
ment seems to benefit the predictions of the model.
4.3 Duration Models
As for the language model, we performed a grid search
on the first fold to find good choices for the recurrent unit
type ∈ {vanilla RNN,GRU,LSTM}, and number of recur-
rent units ∈ {16, 32, 64, 128, 256} for the LSTM and GRU,
and {128, 256, 512} for the vanilla RNN. We use only one
recurrent layer for simplicity. We found networks of 256
GRU units to perform best; although this indicates that even
bigger models might give better results, for the purposes of
this study, we think that this configuration is a good balance
between prediction quality and model complexity.
The models were trained for 100 epochs using the Adam
update rule [?] with a learning rate linearly decreasing from
0.001 to 0. The data was processed in mini-batches of 10,
where the sequences were cut in excerpts of 200 time steps
(20 s). We also applied gradient clipping at a value of 0.001
to ensure a smooth learning progress.
We compare the best RNN-based duration model with
two baselines. The baselines are selected because both are
implicit consequences of using HMMs as temporal model,
as it is common in chord recognition. We assume a single
parametrisation for each chord; this ostensible simplifica-
tion is justified, because simple temporal models such as
HMMs do not profit from chord information, as shown
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Figure 5. Probability of chord change computed by differ-
ent models. Gray vertical dashed lines indicate true chord
changes.
GRU-256 GRU-16 Neg. Binom. Exp.
log-P −2.014 −2.868 −3.946 −4.003
Table 2. Duration model results: average log-probability of
chord durations computed by each model.
by [4, 7]. The first baseline we consider is a negative bi-
nomial distribution. It can be modelled by a HMM us-
ing n states per chord, connected in a left-to-right manner,
with transitions of probability p between the states (self-
transitions thus have probability 1 − p). The second, a
special case of the first with n = 1, is an exponential distri-
bution; this is the implicit duration distribution used by all
chord recognition models that employ a simple 1-state-per-
chord HMM as temporal model. Both baselines are trained
using maximum likelihood estimation.
To measure the quality of a duration model, we consider
the average log-probability it assigns to a chord duration.
The results are shown in Table 2. We further added results
for the simplest GRU model we tried—using only 16 recur-
rent units—to indicate the performance of small models of
this type. We will also use this simple model when judg-
ing the effect of duration modelling on the final result in
Sec. 4.4. As seen in the table, both GRU models clearly
out-perform the baselines.
Figure 5 shows the reason why the GRU performs so
much better than the baselines: as a dynamic model, it
can adapt to the harmonic rhythm of a piece, while static
models are not capable of doing so. We see that a GRU with
128 units predicts chord changes with high probability at
periods of the harmonic rhythm. It also reliably remembers
the period over large gaps in which the chord did not change
(between seconds 61 and 76). During this time, the peaks
decay differently for different multiples of the period, which
indicates that the network simultaneously tracks multiple
periods of varying importance. In contrast, the negative
binomial distribution statically yields a higher chord change
probability that rises with the number of audio frames since
the last chord change. Finally, the smaller GRU model with
only 16 units also manages to adapt to the harmonic rhythm;
however, its predictions between the peaks are noisier, and
it fails to remember the period correctly in the time without
chord changes.
Model Root Maj/Min Seg.
2-gram / neg. binom. 0.812 0.795 0.804
GRU-512 / GRU-256 0.821 0.805 0.814
Table 3. Results of the standard model (2-gram language
model with negative binomial durations) compared to the
best one (GRU language and duration models).
4.4 Integrated Models
The individual results for the language and duration models
are encouraging, but only meaningful if they translate to
better chord recognition scores. This section will thus eval-
uate if and how the duration and language models affect the
performance of a chord recognition system.
The acoustic model used in these experiments was
trained for 300 epochs (with 200 parameter updates per
epoch) using a mini-batch size of 512 and the Adam up-
date rule with standard parameters. We linearly decay the
learning rate to 0 in the last 100 epochs.
We compare all combinations of language and duration
models presented in the previous sections. For language
modelling, these are the GRU-512, GRU-32, 4-gram, and
2-gram models; for duration modelling, these are the GRU-
256, GRU-16, and negative binomial models. (We leave out
the exponential model, because its results differ negligibly
from the negative binomial one). The models are decoded
using the Hashed Beam Search algorithm, as described in
Sec. 3.4: we use a beam width of Nb = 25, where we
track at most Ns = 4 similar solutions as defined by the
hash function fh, where the number of chords considered
is set to Nh = 5. These values were determined by a small
number of preliminary experiments.
Additionally, we evaluate exact decoding results for the
n-gram language models in combination with the negative
binomial duration distribution. This will indicate how much
the results suffer due to the approximate beam search.
As main evaluation metric, we use the weighted chord
symbol recall (WCSR) over the major/minor chord alpha-
bet, as defined in [30]. We thus compute WCSR = tc/ta,
where tc is the total duration of chord segments that have
been recognised correctly, and ta is the total duration of
chord segments annotated with chords from the target al-
phabet. We also report chord root accuracy and a measure
of segmentation (see [16], Sec. 8.3). Table 3 compares the
results of the standard model (the combination that implic-
itly emerges in simple HMM-based temporal models) to the
best model found in this study. Although the improvements
are modest, they are consistent, as shown by a paired t-test
(p < 2.487× 10−23 for all differences).
Figure 6 presents the effects of duration and language
models on the WCSR. Better language and duration models
directly improve chord recognition results, as the WCSR
increases linearly with higher log-probability of each model.
As this relationship does not seem to flatten out, further
improvement of each model type can still increase the score.
We also observe that the approximate beam search does
not impair the result by much compared to exact decoding
(compare the dotted blue line with the solid one).
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Figure 6. Effect of language and duration models on the
final result. Both plots show the same results from different
perspectives.
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We described a probabilistic model that disentangles three
components of a chord recognition system: the acoustic
model, the duration model, and the language model. We
then developed better duration and language models than
have been used for chord recognition, and illustrated why
the RNN-based duration models perform better and are
more meaningful than their static counterparts implicitly
employed in HMMs. (For a similar investigation for chord
language models, see [21].) Finally, we showed that im-
provements in each of these models directly influence chord
recognition results.
We hope that our contribution facilitates further research
in harmonic language and duration models for chord recog-
nition. These aspects have been neglected because they did
not show great potential for improving the final result [4, 7].
However, we believe (see [24] for some evidence) that this
was due to the improper assumption that temporal models
applied on the time-frame level can appropriately model
musical knowledge. The results in this paper indicate that
chord transitions modelled on the chord level, and con-
nected to audio frames via strong duration models, indeed
have the capability to improve chord recognition results.
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